
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

EditSet.HD debut at IBC 2008 wins Star Award for 

Renegade Labs, Ross Video, and Editware from TV Technology 

Renegade Labs, Editware, and Ross Video combine their particular expertise to provide a fully 
integrated edit system solution for HD post production 

GRASS VALLEY, CA, September 30, 2008 – The IBC Convention in Amsterdam earlier this 
September saw the introduction of EditSet.HD.  The Renegade Labs Gray|328 audio mixer, the  
Editware LE 2000 edit controller, and the Ross Video CrossOver video switcher are united in this fully  
integrated HD video editing solution.  Partnering proven equipment from these industry recognized  

companies has resulted in EditSet.HD and EditSet.HD+; a powerful turnkey solution for handling HD  
video editing. 
 
“EditSet.HD users will benefit from the collaboration of our three respected companies” says Keith  
Knudsen, V. P. of Sales and Marketing for Renegade Labs.  “Providing an easy, yet cost effective  
transition to HD video editing was our goal.” 
 
Two versions of the product are available, offering additional options to satisfy the requirements of  
today’s space limited edit suite.  With a focus on the budget without compromising on quality, the  
EditSet solution features three reliable components from three respected companies, addressing SD  
and HD formats in one fully integrated high quality video editing product. 

 

About Renegade Labs 

A leader in audio for video, Renegade Labs designs, manufactures, and sells professional broadcasting 
equipment worldwide from its facility based in Grass Valley, California.  Our 328 digital audio mixers are 
the world’s smallest eight bus mixers addressing the needs of HD audio for video editing and 
monitoring.  Renegade Labs offers multiple models; for both linear and non-linear applications.  All 328 
models accept analog, digital and SD/HD SDI formats. 

 

For more information, contact: 
Keith Knudsen, Vice President of Sales and Marketing 
Renegade Labs, Inc. 
13342B Grass Valley Avenue 
Grass Valley,  CA  95945 
Tel: (530) 273-7047   -   email: keith@renegadelabs.com   -   website: www.renegadelabs.com 
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